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There are two men.

One is a clever man.  The other is a 
silly man.

Mr Clever has fi ve hundred carts of 
special things. 

Mr Silly also has fi ve hundred carts 
of special things.
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Mr Clever and Mr Silly want to sell their 
things at the marketplace.  

They need to cross a dry hot desert with 
their one thousand carts, many friends 
and oxen.
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The clever man thinks about it. 
He knows they cannot go together. 

The roads will be too small.

There will be too little food and 
water.
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Mr Clever asks Mr Silly, 
“Do you want to go fi rst 
or be the second?” 
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Mr Silly wants to cross the desert 
fi rst.  

“If I go fi rst, my oxen will have lots 
of grass to eat. 

It will be easy to fi nd food and 
water.

I can sell my things faster, at a high 
price.”
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Mr Clever is happy to go later.

“Mr Silly’s carts will make the roads 
fl at.  My oxen and carts can run on 
it faster.  

His oxen will eat the old grass. 
My oxen can eat the new sweet 
grass.

Mr Silly’s friends will dig wells for 
water. We will drink from his wells.  

I can follow his prices for my 
things”
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So Mr Silly and his friends start 
fi rst. 

Soon they reach the sandy desert.  

They fi ll up big jars with fresh 
water.  

The jars are heavy, so they move 
slowly.
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In the middle of the desert, a mighty 
lord rides his white carriage next to 
the silly man.  He has twenty strong 
men with him.

Their clothes and hair are all wet.  

They have water fl owers on their 
heads and around their necks.  
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The lord tells the silly man, “It is 
raining near here.  There are water 
ponds, fat fi shes, and green plants 
there.  You do not need your heavy 
water jars anymore.  Your carts can 
run faster across the desert.” 
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The lord and his men are not 
human beings.  

They are bad, evil demons of the 
desert.  

They are pretending to come from 
a wet place.
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Mr Silly believes the lord.  He tells 
his friends, “There is fresh water 
nearby.  We can break all our jars 
of water.”

After riding very far, they cannot 
fi nd any water.

They become hungry, thirsty and 
tired.
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At night, the demons 
had them for dinner.
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Six weeks later, Mr Clever and his 
friends start to go to the 
marketplace.  
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In the desert, the demons tell Mr 
Clever about the wet rainy place 
too.
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But Mr Clever did not believe them.  

He knows that this is a dry, hot and 
sandy desert.  

Mr Clever asks his friends:

“Does anyone know if this place 
has a lake or a pond?”

“No.  This desert is called ‘Waterless 
Desert’.  There is no water in this 
desert”, replies his friends.
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They cross the desert safely.

Mr Clever protects his friends from 
the evil demons.

When they reach the marketplace, 
he sells his things at high prices. 

“We need to ride quickly through 
the desert.  

But be careful not to drop or waste 
any water.” 
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My moral lesson:

I can be a good leader.  

I will listen and think carefully before I do or say something. 

A good leader gets ready his schedules early, and chooses his friends carefully.

I will look after and guide my friends to do good things.  I can help them to become 
better people.

Questions for Prompting Story Analysis:  

To Help Children Understand Morals

Use simple words and questions to encourage your children to think deeper. 

Below are some topics on Leadership Qualities and Skills, with references to the story.
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Leadership Qualities

1. Listening Carefully, Analysing Logically.  
A. Discussion Between Mr Clever And Mr Silly
B. Dialogue Between Mr Clever And Evil Demons
C. Dialogue Between Mr Clever And His Men (Friends)

2. Planning Ahead And Preparation Work
A. Planning Of Time 
B. Planning Business Strategy
C. Planning To Overcome The Challenges

3. Protecting One’s Followers In Every Aspect
A. Mr Clever’s Leadership Protected All His Men, Oxen And Business Items
B. Mr Clever Cared For His Team Members And They Respected Him.
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4. Communication Skills
A. Mr Clever’s Ability To Disseminate Instructions, With His Men Following Him 

Willingly  

5. Decision-Making
A. Mr Clever Made Quick And Wise Decisions When Dealing With Mr Silly, And The 

Evil Demons 
B. Taking Advantages Of Situations, In Wholesome Ways, With No/Little 

Disadvantages To Others

6. Ideal Leadership
A. Mr Clever Is To Be Followed
B. Must Learn The Lessons From The Mistakes Of Mr Silly
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